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both physically and emotionally— You’ an award bestowed on excellent
self-help books that are in keeping with cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT) concepts and that incorporate scientifically examined strategies
for overcoming mental wellness problems.The Anger Control Workbook
offers a fresh and highly effective approach to anger control that
provides you the tools you have to manage anger in your day-to-day
existence.s arranged to make it as simple as possible to put together a
program tailored to your own personal obstacles and triggers. This
workbook demonstrates how to practice fresh coping behaviors that enable
you to gain control in anger-stimulating situations. Throughout, the
techniques are streamlined and offered in a apparent, step-by-step
format, including many exercises and worksheets. It’and within a couple
weeks feel the advantages of controlling destructive anger. This reserve
offers been awarded The Association for Behavioral and Cognitive
Therapies Self-Help Seal of Merit —ll get a deeper understanding of how
anger affects every area of your life— Used alone or in conjunction with
therapy, our books present powerful tools readers may use to jump-start
changes in their lives.
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Good but even more reading material needed I like the thought of a
workbook because it's more interactive & gets you thinking even more.
This book arrived on time. Sometimes, I wished there is more reading
material & less writing. Ideal workbook for anger of most roots Best
workbook ever. Seeing it on paper gives you a different perspective. The
relaxation techniques were probably the most useful to me. I will
continue to use those later on. Good Workbook for people with anger
issues. I'm interested in reading the publication this was based on,
When Anger Hurts. Probably that has more detail that I'm searching for.
It helped me evaluate my anger problems better. I admit I acquired
Highhope's and expectations and they were fully fulfilled. What resulted
was a fasinating self-recognition of myself and much-needed peace! Anger
is Okay – – it's simply the way you choose to deal with it. Highly
recommend an easy task to read/use, very effective workbook Easy to
read/use, extremely effective workbook.. Also good relaxation methods
and how to help inoculate yourself from, what proved in my own case at
least, the "automatic" anger response. That is a different strategy that
I've browse in other books. I was amazed at what lies beneath my own
anger and rage. In reality, putting the suggestions in place can be
harder than it reads in the publication. al.While there is nothing a
sure deal to permanently "cure" me from angry outbursts, I was able to
see improvement in myself almost instantly, starting from Chapter 3.
Recommended. However, there are a lot of suggestions, with repeated
practice, which are totally workable.. After I went through the reserve
and did the exercises, I felt I needed a bit more help. While not every
page applied, those that did really hit house and got me considering why
I responded just how I perform, what it can to individuals around me,
and finally offered me great strategies on how to proceed with the
anger. Absolutely LOVE this book Absolutely LOVE this publication. When
building my anger management group, I mainly used this book due to the
CBT base and the assignments had been very good for my adults. It didn't
help to make me angry! One of the best resources since the majority of
the clients in the program I work with present with anger.I also read
Anger Administration For Everyone: Seven Proven Ways to Control Anger,
by Tefrate, et. For the very first time in my own life, I am starting to
realize why I react the way I do. Be sure you make copies of the
worksheets and compose EVERYTHING down, then you can certainly go back
and you may see a pattern start to emerge. As a Substance Abuse
Counseler, and individually, I found this book a great resource
referrence. Additionally it is easily read, therefore it will be
understandable by just about anyone who reads it. ... Even the parents.
The exercises in this workbook have helped me tremendously! Many thanks!
helps I purchased this for my child. He says it has helped alot One of
the best resources since the majority of the customers in the program .
In my experience, I found the two books to compliment one another in the
order given above. Helps to get get at the underlying pain/tension,



provacative situations, and trigger thoughts that result in anger. :)
This is a fantastic book, especially for the individual who is NOT a
batterer and is coping with anger issues. expected and for the purchase
price its one of the best Anger Management books out there This book is
bigger than expected and for the purchase price its among the best Anger
Management books available. It was a recommended resource and I have
glad I added it to my available resources. I have a tendency to remember
factors better when I write them. Five Stars It came needlessly to say.
No issues. Five Stars good! Good Workbook. I felt like most of the
material after that part of the book was just ok for me. I QUICKLY read
and began doing the exercises in The Anger Control Workbook. Four Stars
Great!!! Do not get pissed off Lots of great tools, has helped a lot!
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